Fully data-driven, deep learning-based models are usually designed as language-independent and have been shown to be successful for many natural language processing tasks. However, when the studied language is low-resourced and the amount of training data is insufficient, these models can benefit from the integration of natural language grammar-based information. We propose two approaches to dependency parsing especially for languages with restricted amount of training data. Our first approach combines a state-of-the-art deep learning-based parser with a rule-based approach and the second one incorporates morphological information into the parser. In the rule-based approach, the parsing decisions made by the rules are encoded and concatenated with the vector representations of the input words as additional information to the deep network. The morphology-based approach proposes different methods to include the morphological structure of words into the parser network. Experiments are conducted on the IMST-UD Treebank and the results suggest that integration of explicit knowledge about the target language to a neural parser through a rule-based parsing system and morphological analysis leads to more accurate annotations and hence, increases the parsing performance in terms of attachment scores. The proposed methods are developed for Turkish, but can be adapted to other languages as well.
Introduction
Current state-of-the-art dependency parsers usually rely solely on deep learning methods, where parsers try to learn the characteristics of the language from available training data (Dyer et al. 2015; . As expected, this approach works well when the training data size is big enough. However, these pure deep learning-based approaches cannot reach the desired success levels when the data size is insufficient (Srivastava et al. 2014) . It is observed that deep learning-based systems need large amounts of data to be able to reach high performance (Sudha and Kowsalya 2015) . For languages with small data sets, there is a need for developing additional methods that meet the characteristic needs of these languages.
In this article, we propose to take into account the language grammar and integrate the information extracted from the grammar to a deep learning-based dependency parser. We propose two approaches for the inclusion of the grammar to the neural parser model. Our first approach is to integrate linguistically-oriented rules to a deep learning-based parser for dependency parsing of languages especially with restricted amount of training data. The rules are created to deal with the problematic parts in the sentences that are hard to predict. In our second approach, we give morpheme information as an additional input source to the parsing system. We experimented with different methods for inclusion of the morpheme information. We applied the proposed methods to Turkish and the experimental results suggest that both approaches improve the parsing performance of a state-of-the-art dependency parser for Turkish.
The proposed methods were evaluated on both projective and non-projective sentences and currently hold the state-of-the-art performance in parsing the Turkish IMST-UD Treebank. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that integrates the parsing actions of a rule-based method and morphological elements into a deep learning-based dependency parsing system and may serve as a base for other lowresource languages.
The main contributions of this article are as follows:
• A novel rule-based enhancement method that can be integrated to any neural dependency parser.
• A morphology-based enhancement method with three different ways of including morphological information to the parser.
•
A simple yet useful integration method that allows to combine the proposed enhancement methods with any neural dependency parser.
• State-of-the-art dependency parsing scores on the IMST-UD Treebank.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work on deep learning-based, rule-based, and morphology-based approaches to dependency parsing. It also describes the related work on Turkish dependency parsing. In Section 3, we describe our proposed models to dependency parsing that combine hand-crafted rules and the morphological information with a state-of-the-art deep learning-based dependency parser. Section 4 explains how these models can be adapted to other languages. Section 5 gives the experiment details and results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article and suggests some future work.
Related Work
Purely rule-based approaches to NLP problems have been very popular in the past, from part of speech tagging (Brill 1992) to aspect extraction in sentiment analysis (Poria et al. 2014 ). Rule-based methods have also been applied to dependency parsing. There have been studies on rule-based parsing using grammar rules for Turkish (Oflazer 2003) and for other languages (Sennrich et al. 2009; Ramasamy and Žabokrtskỳ 2011; Boguslavsky et al. 2011; Korzeniowski and Mazurkiewicz 2017) .
Recently, deep learning methods are frequently applied to dependency parsing and show promising performances in predicting the dependency parses of sentences (Dyer et al. 2015; Kiperwasser and Goldberg 2016; . In 2017, a stateof-the-art LSTM-based dependency parser (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017) achieved the best performance in 54 treebanks including the IMST-UD Treebank at the CoNLL'17 Shared Task UD Parsing . This parser together with its enhanced versions (Kanerva et al. 2018a; Che et al. 2018) presented at the CoNLL'18 Shared Task on UD Parsing (Zeman et al. 2018 ) currently hold the state-of-the-art performances on the dependency parsing of many languages. However, these parsers do not have language specific features that can boost the parsing performance, especially for morphologically rich and under-resourced languages like Turkish.
Morphologically rich languages (MRLs) pose problems when state-of-the-art NLP models developed for the most widely studied languages like English and French are applied directly to them (Tsarfaty et al. 2010) . There are studies that include rule-based knowledge to data-driven parsers in order to increase parsing accuracy. Zeman and Žabokrtskỳ (2005) experimented with different voting mechanisms to combine seven different dependency parsers including a rule-based parser. Another study applied a rule-based mechanism on the output of a dependency parser to create collapsed dependencies (Ruppert et al. 2015) .
There have also been several approaches that use morphological information in the dependency parsing of the MRLs. Similar to Ambati et al. (2010) and Goldberg and Elhadad (2010) , which utilize morphological features for the dependency parsing of Hindi and Hebrew respectively, Marton, Habash, and Rambow (2010) measured the effects of nine morphological features extracted from an Arabic morphological analysis and disambiguation toolkit (Habash and Rambow 2005) on the parsing performance of the MaltParser for Arabic. These studies show that usage of some morphological features works well for the dependency parsing of MRLs. Vania, Grivas, and Lopez (2018) compared the strength of character-level modelling of words with an oracle model which has explicit access to morphological analysis of words on dependency parsing and observed that combining words with their corresponding morpheme information using a bi-LSTM structure in the word representation layer outperforms the character-based word representation models. Özateş et al. (2018) proposed two morphology-based approaches to dependency parsing. In their first approach, they combined the vector representation of words with the representation of some of the morphological attributes given in treebanks. Their second approach represents the words by separating them to their corresponding lemma and suffixes for suitable languages. They observed that both of the models improve the parsing accuracy for agglutinative languages. Dehouck and Denis (2019) proposed a multi-task learning framework that makes use of language philogenetic trees to represent the shared information among the languages. They used gold morphological features for dependency parsing by summing the created vectors of each morphological attribute given in the treebanks and add this vector to the representation of the word, similarly to Özateş et al. (2018) .
However, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any prior research on a hybrid approach for dependency parsing, where parsing decisions of hand-crafted rules together with morphological information are integrated into a deep learningbased dependency parsing model. Our inclusion of morphology also differs from the previous works in terms of extracting the morphological information. Instead of using morphological features, our models utilize suffixes of a word explicitly. While two of the proposed morphology-based methods include the suffixes of each word to the word representation model directly, the third one represents each word with the suffixes which can and cannot bind to the root of that word.
Turkish Dependency Parsing
In this study, we propose both rule-based and morphology-based enhancement methods for dependency parsing and integrate our methods to a state-of-the-art dependency parser (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017) . We applied the proposed approaches to Turkish. Because unlike English, the resources for Turkish natural language processing (NLP) in general are very restricted. For dependency parsing, the English treebanks have a total of 34,631 sentences annotated in the Universal Dependencies (UD) style (Nivre et al. 2016) , with the largest one, the EWT Treebank (Silveira et al. 2014) including 16,622 sentences. On the other hand, for Turkish, the only data sets used for training and evaluation of the systems are the IMST-UD Treebank (Sulubacak et al. 2016b ) which consists of 5,635 annotated sentences and the Turkish UD Parallel (PUD) Treebank ) of 1,000 annotated sentences that is used for testing purposes. There is also IWT-UD Treebank (Sulubacak and Eryigit 2018) , which includes 5,009 sentences crawled from the web. However the sentences in this treebank are from social media texts and the treebank has a non-canonical language that is completely different from the other well-edited treebanks (Sulubacak and Eryigit 2018) .
Besides being a low-resourced language, Turkish is not a well-studied language in natural language processing, and dependency parsing is no exception to this. Following the initial work in Oflazer (2003) , another study presents a word-based and two inflectional group-based input representation models for dependency parsing of Turkish (Eryiǧit and Oflazer 2006) which use a version of backward beam search to parse the sentences. They used a subset of 3,398 sentences of the Turkish Dependency Treebank (Oflazer et al. 2003) with only projective (non-crossing) dependency relations to train and test the proposed parsers. Later, a data-driven dependency parser for Turkish was proposed, which employs no grammar, but relies completely on inductive learning from treebank data for the analysis of new sentences, and on deterministic parsing for disambiguation (Eryigit, Nivre, and Oflazer 2008) . The authors use a variant of the parsing system MaltParser proposed in Nivre et al. (2007) , a linear-time, deterministic, classifierbased parsing method with history-based feature models and discriminative learning. Only the projective dependency relations in the treebank were used for evaluation. Eryigit,İlbay, and Can (2011) extracted different multi-word expression classes as a pre-processing step for a statistical dependency parser. Only the projective dependencies are considered. Hall et al. (2007) and El-Kahlout, Akın, and Yılmaz (2014) are other notable studies that are based on optimized versions of the MaltParser system. Later, a graph-based approach was proposed in Seeker and Çetinoglu (2015) , where a discriminative linear model is trained and a lattice dependency parser is created that uses dual decomposition. All these studies on Turkish dependency parsing used the first version (Oflazer et al. 2003) of the Turkish Treebank annotated in non-UD (non-Universal Dependencies) style.
To eliminate the inconsistencies in this treebank and to obtain better parsing results, a revised version of it is presented under the name of IMST Treebank (Sulubacak et al. 2016a ) and this new version is evaluated using the MaltParser without the nonprojective dependencies. However, the IMST Treebank is also in non-UD style. To contribute to the unifying efforts of the UD project, the IMST Treebank is converted automatically to the UD annotation style (Sulubacak et al. 2016b ) and is named as IMST-UD Treebank. This most up-to-date version of the Turkish treebank is evaluated using MaltParser in Sulubacak and Eryigit (2018) , however only a subset of the treebank is used in the evaluation by eliminating the non-projective dependencies. In our study, we include both projective and non-projective dependencies in the IMST-UD Treebank as the proportion of non-projective sentences in Turkish is too high (over 20%) to be ignored ).
The Proposed Method
In order to improve the parsing performance of deep learning-based parsers, we design hybrid methods where the grammar-based information is fed into the deep network of a data-driven parser. We propose two different approaches for supplying the information extracted from the language grammar, the first one is via hand-crafted grammar rules for detecting dependency relations between words and the second one is by analyzing the underlying morphological structure of words.
We first give a brief description of the state-of-the-art neural parser used in this study. We then explain our rule-based parsing method and show how these two methods are integrated to get a better parsing mechanism. Finally, we describe our morphology-based enhancement method and its integration to the parser.
Figure 1
Our rule-based dependency parser.
Stanford's Neural Dependency Parser
Stanford's graph-based neural dependency parser (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017 ) is the leading system in the CoNLL'17 Shared Task on UD Parsing . It uses unidirectional LSTM modules to create word embeddings, which consist of learned word embeddings, pre-trained word embeddings, and character embeddings. These word embeddings are then concatenated with their corresponding part-of-speech (POS) tag embeddings and given to the bidirectional LSTM modules. They use ReLu layers and biaffine classifiers to score possible head and dependency relations. For more information, see (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017) . In this study, we use this parser as the baseline system.
A Rule-based Unlabeled Parsing Approach
We designed linguistically oriented rules for the dependency parsing of the Turkish language. These rules determine the head of the words in a sentence without assigning a label for the created dependency relation. Rather than a complete parser that creates a fully connected dependency graph, our system deals with the most difficult cases in predicting dependency relations in a sentence according to the parsing errors, such as complex predicates or multiple adverbs. The rules are created by considering the relations between the main elements of a sentence. We consider the relations between verbs, nouns, adverbs, and adjectives in a sentence as having the main importance and generate rules that deal with these relations. The rules are based on the existing grammar rules extracted form (Göksel and Kerslake 2005) . Figure 1 shows the general mechanism of our rule-based parsing system. Our model takes a tokenized sentence as its input. First, the AC rule creates a list of the consecutive adverbs that are related to each other in the sentence, and sends this list to the AAJ and AV rules as an input. Similarly, the AJC rule creates a list of the consecutive adjectives in the sentence that are related to each other and sends this list to the AJN rule. After that, the CPI and NC rules are applied to the words of the sentence sequentially. Then, the PC, AAJ, AV, AJN, and NV rules are applied to the remaining words in an iterative manner. This process continues until the heads of all the words in the sentence are associated with a dependency relation or no more dependency relations can be found in the sentence. The following subsections explain each rule in detail.
Complex Predicates and Verbal Idioms (CPI) Rule.
This rule finds the complex predicates (e.g., kabul et (accept), sebep ol (cause) etc.) and verbal idioms (e.g., göz yum (condone) etc.) in Turkish. Complex predicates are made up of a bare nominal followed by one of the free auxiliary verbs ol, et, yap, gel, dur, kal, ÃgÄśk, dÃijÅ §, buyur, eyle (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 143).
However, verbal idioms can have verbs in a wide range of words and the meaning of these verbs are changed when they are used in an idiom. Due to insufficient amount of training data, parsers usually fail to detect these multi-word predicates (Ramisch et al. 2018 ) and consider the verb of such predicates as the head of the relation. Example 1 shows such a false annotation done by the trained baseline deep learning-based parser. 1 The parser falsely predicts that the verb getir (bring) is the root word and yerine (to its place) is an oblique of the root word. In fact, yerine getir (fulfill) is a verbal idiom and the verb getir is the verbal component of the complex predicate. This rule correctly constructs the dependency relations between the words of such predicates. In order to detect such verbal compounds however, it needs a dictionary that lists complex predicates and idioms in Turkish. We collected approximately 8K complex predicates using the Turkish Proverbs and Idioms Dictionary supplied by the Turkish Language Association (TDK) (Akalın, Toparlı, and Tezcan Aksu 2009 ) and from various online Turkish resources. 2 The CPI rule searches for complex predicates and idioms in a sentence. When such a predicate is found, the second word of the predicate is set as a dependent of the first word. Since the head of the second word is found, it is eliminated from the remaining word list. The first word whose type is noun is marked as CP to denote that it is not a simple noun but a part of a complex predicate.
Noun Compounds (NC) Rule.
In Turkish, there are two types of noun compounds: bare compounds that are treated as head-level (X 0 ) constructions and -(s)I(n) compounds where the first noun has no suffixes while the second noun in the compound takes the 3rd person possessive suffix -(s)I(n) (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 94 ). In terms of dependency grammar representations in (X 0 ) constructions the head word of the compound is the first noun, whereas in -(s)I(n) compounds the first noun is dependent on the second noun. Differentiating between these two noun compound types is not easy for parsers in the absence of large amount of training data. Example 2 shows an (X 0 ) compound kuru yemiÅ § (dried nuts). According to the generative grammar tradition, the word that relates this compound structure to the rest of the sentence should be yemiÅ § (nuts) (Göksel and Haznedar 2007) . However, this is not the case in the dependency grammar representations (de Marneffe and Nivre 2019). So, in Example 2, both of the words are in their bare forms with no suffixes and form a noun compound with the head word being kuru (dried). Yet, the parser falsely predicts kuru as an adjective modifier of yemiş (nuts).
(2) Kuru yemiş AMOD COMPOUND 'Dried nuts'
The second type of compounds, -(s)I(n) compounds, can easily be confused with a noun followed by another noun with the accusative suffix -(y)I that do not form a compound. (A more detailed discussion about this confusion is given in Section 3.2.3 accompanied with examples 5 and 6.)
In addition to these two types of noun compounds, reduplicated compounds are also handled by this rule. Reduplication is a common process in Turkish (Erguvanlı Taylan 1984). Reduplicated words construct reduplicated compounds. However, the parser sometimes cannot recognize this idiomatic structure and fails to construct the compound. Example 3 shows this kind of confusion where the parser falsely assigns the first word of the compound as an adjective modifier of the second. To separate between these three cases, the NC rule utilizes large lexicons and detects the noun compounds in sentences with the help of these lexicons. We extracted three different lexicons from the official noun compounds dictionary of Turkish language published by the Turkish Language Association. These three lexicons are for noun compounds, possessive compounds, and reduplicated compounds with, respectively, the sizes of approximately 5K, 6K, and 2K entries. We classified each entry in the dictionary as one of the three kinds of compounds according to their lexical classes. The NC rule searches through these lexicons and by this way detects noun compounds, possessive compounds, and reduplicated compounds in the sentences.
Possessive Construction (PC) Rule.
The PC rule includes both genitive possessive constructions and possessive compounds that cannot be detected by the NC rule. In genitive possessive constructions, the first noun of a noun phrase takes a genitive suffix -(n)In that represents the ownership of the first noun over the second noun. The second noun takes a possessive suffix -(s)I(n) (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 161 ). In possessive compounds, there is no genitive suffix and the first noun in the compound appears without any case marking (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 96 ). Although it is easy for the parser to detect the genitive possessive construction relations due to the existence of a genitive suffix, detecting possessive compounds is a challenging task. Because in possessive compounds, there does not exist a genitive suffix in the first noun and the possessive suffix -(s)I(n) in the second noun is confusing since it appears the same as the accusative suffix -(y)I when (s) is dropped.
This situation is depicted in Examples 4, 5 and 6. The only difference in Examples 4 and 5 is that the genitive suffix showing the possession exists in 4 and is omitted in 5. In both sentences, the subject of the sentence is the word yag (oil) and the two nouns form a possessive construction. However, this is not the case in Example 6. Here, the subject of the sentence is the word makine (machine), and the word yag (oil) is its object. The confusion originates from the use of the same consecutive nouns, makine yagı in both of the example sentences 5 and 6. However, the -ı suffix of the word yag in 6 is actually an accusative suffix and hence the two nouns in 6 do not form a compound. In order to help the parser to differentiate between these two cases in sentences, we construct the PC rule that identifies whether there is a compound relation between two consecutive nouns or not.
When two consecutive nouns are detected, the rule checks whether there is a genitive suffix in the first noun. If yes, it is set as a dependent of the second noun. If the first noun is in bare form and the second noun has a possessive suffix, then the first noun is set as the dependent on the second noun. As stated, the third person possessive suffix -(s)I(n) can be confused with the accusative suffix -(y)I when they are attached to a word ending in a consonant. In this case, both suffixes reduce to the form ı, i, u, or ü. To prevent this confusion, the rule analyzes the morphological features of the word and checks if it is identified as accusative (example 6) or not (example 5). In addition, the PC rule deals with multi-word proper nouns and determiner-noun relations. When the PC rule detects a multi-word proper noun, all the following consecutive proper nouns are set as dependent on the first proper noun. When it detects a noun that is preceded by a determiner, it sets the determiner as dependent on the noun.
Consecutive Adverb (AC) Rule.
Consecutive adverbs are also hard-to-detect predicates with data-driven parsers. For instance, the first adverb sonra (then) and the second adverb çok (very) are both dependents of the verbşaşırırsınız (be surprised) in Example 7. However, the parser falsely predicts the word sonra as the dependent of the previous word inanırsanız (if you believe) with case label. The AC rule handles such consecutive adverbs in a sentence. We observe that, if there are two consecutive adverbs in a sentence, usually there are two cases: either the first adverb is dependent on the second adverb or they are both dependent on the same head word. So, when two consecutive adverbs are found, the method checks whether the first adverb belongs to the group of adverbs that emphasize the meaning of the next adverb or not (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 213 ). This is done via searching through a list of adverbs of quantity or degree taken from (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, pages 210-211) . If yes, the first adverb is set as a dependent word of the second adverb and the first adverb is dropped. If not, these two adverbs are put in a list (which will be called as the consecutive adverbs list throughout the article) and the first one is dropped from the list of remaining words. When the head word of the second adverb is found later, the first adverb is also bound to the same head word. The parser falsely considers the word bulanık (blurred) as the subject of the sentence and assigns nsubj to bulanık. In fact, it is an adjective describing the word gözler (eyes) and should be an amod dependent of the word gözler. The AJC rule is created to prevent this type of errors. This rule finds all the consecutive adjectives in a sentence. Usually, two consecutive adjectives are dependent on the same word. So, when two consecutive adjectives are found, these adjectives are put into a list (which will be called as the consecutive adjectives list from now on) and the first one is dropped from the list of remaining words. When the head word of the second adjective is found later by the parser, the first adjective is also set as a dependent of the same head word.
3.2.6
Adverb-Adjective (AAJ) Rule. The AAJ rule handles adverb-adjective relations in a sentence. For every two consecutive words in the sentence, if the first word is an adverb and the second word is an adjective, and if the adverb is a quantity or degree adverb, then the adverb is set as a dependent of the adjective word (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, pages 175-180) . When the head of an adverb is obtained in this way, the rule checks whether the adverb is in the consecutive adverbs list supplied by the AC rule. If yes, the consecutive adverbs of this adverb are also set as dependents of the same head word.
Adverb-Verb (AV) Rule.
For every two consecutive words in a sentence, if the first word is an adverb and the second word is a verb, and if the adverb is not one of bile (even), -DAn önce (before something), -DAn sonra (after something) that emphasize the preceeding word, then the AV rule sets the adverb as a dependent of the verb (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 189). Otherwise, it sets the previous word of the adverb as its head. As the head of an adverb is found, the AV rule checks whether the adverb is in the consecutive adverbs list supplied by the AC rule. If yes, the same head word is assigned to its compound adverbs. -Noun (AJN) Rule. The AJN rule constructs adjective-noun relations. For every two consecutive words in the sentence, if the first word is an adjective and the second word is a noun, then the adjective is set as a dependent word of the noun when they form an adjectival (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 170 ). Like for the adverbs, when the head of an adjective is found, the algorithm checks whether the adjective is in the consecutive adjectives list supplied by the AJC rule. If yes, the consecutive adjectives of this adjective are also set as dependents of the same head word.
Adjective

Noun-Verb (NV) Rule.
After complex predicates and noun, adverb, and adjective compounds are detected and eliminated from the sentence, the final NV rule assigns any unassigned noun or pronoun followed by a verb as a dependent of that verb. Figure 2 depicts the application of each rule on an example sentence. In the example, the first rules that are applied to the sentence are the AC and AJC rules. These rules prepare the consecutive adverbs list and the consecutive adjectives list, respectively. The consecutive adverbs list stores the consecutive adverbs that should be bound to the same head word. Similarly, the consecutive adjectives list stores the consecutive adjectives which should have the same head word.
After that, the CPI and NC rules are applied consecutively. The CPI rule finds the complex predicates and idioms in the sentence using a large lexicon while the NC rule detects the noun compounds, possessive compounds, and reduplicated compounds that also exist in the pre-built lexicons.
As the operations of these one-time rules are completed, the PC, AAJ, AV, AJN, and NV rules are applied to the sentence in a loop until none of the rules can be applied anymore. As for the example sentence in Figure 2 , only two words remained unassigned out of sixteen.
Integrating the Rule-based Approach with Stanford's Graph-based Parsing Method
Our approach for combining the rule-based method with Stanford's neural dependency parser is to embed the dependency parsing rule information to the dense representations of the words. The purpose of this approach is to give the parser an idea about finding the correct head of the corresponding word. The parser uses the dependenthead decisions made by the rule-based method in its learning phase and comes up with more accurate predictions about the syntactic annotation of sentences. In our method, first the input sentences are pre-processed by the rule-based system. For each word in a sentence, the rules decide the head of the word if applicable, and then a three-letter encoding that denotes the rule action (CPI, PC, etc.) applied is assigned to that word. The rule-encoded words are dropped from the remaining words list and the rule-based system continues its process in a recursive manner until the head word of all words in the sentence are found or no more rule can be applied. Note that, each word is affected by at most one rule. After this rule-based pre-processing step, the rule encoding of each word is embedded with the same embedding technique used by the Stanford's parser (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017) . Then this embedding vector of the rule encoding
Figure 2
The operation of the rule-based parser on an example sentence.
Figure 3
Word embedding representation of the hybrid model with rule-based enhancement.
is concatenated to the embedding vector of that word, similar to the embedding vector of its POS-tag. Figure 3 depicts this scheme.
So, in our model, the rule vector representation is concatenated with the vector representation of Dozat, Qi, and Manning (2017) . The parser takes these word vector representations with the rule-based parsing decisions as input and learns the relations between the words in the training phase. In this way, we anticipate that the parser will benefit from the decisions of the rule-based system and arrive at a more accurate dependency tree for a given sentence.
A Morphology-based Enhancement for Dependency Parsing
In addition to the rule-based enhancement to the deep learning-based parser, we also propose to include the morphological information directly to the system. In this approach, we use morphemes of a word as an additional source. Our motivation relies on the fact that Turkish is a highly agglutinative language where the word structure is described by identifying the different categories of suffixes and determining which stems the suffixes may attach to and their orders. The suffixation process in Turkish sometimes produces very long word forms that correspond to whole sentences in English (Göksel and Kerslake 2005) . The morphemes of a word hold some important information in terms of the dependency relations that word belongs to. For instance, it is observed that the last inflectional morpheme of a word determines its role as a dependent in the sentence (Oflazer et al. 2003) . Based on this observation, we design three different methods to enhance the deep learning-based parser. The following subsections explain each model in detail.
The Inflectional Suffixes Model.
In this model, all of the inflectional suffixes are extracted from the morphologically analyzed version of the word, embedded, and then concatenated to the vector representation of that word. The integration method is the same as in Section 3.3. Figure 4 depicts the creation of the dense representation of an example word insanların (people's).
Figure 4
Dense representation of the word insanların (people's) using the Inflectional Suffixes Model.
The Last Suffix Model.
Slightly different than the Inflectional Suffixes Model, here the same process is performed for only the last suffix of an input word. The vector representation of the last derivational or inflectional suffix of a word is added to the vector representation of that word. Figure 5 depicts the creation of the dense representation of the same example word in Figure 4 , but this time using the Last Suffix Model.
Figure 5
Dense representation of the word insanların (people's) using the Last Suffix Model.
The Suffix
Vector Model. This model is a bit different than the previous two models. In the Suffix Vector Model, the input words are represented through a vector of all suffixes which the lemma of that word can and cannot take. The motivation behind this model comes from the idea that the role of a word form in a sentence can be determined by considering the suffixes that the lemma of that word never takes and the suffixes it frequently takes. For instance, inflectional suffixes in Turkish indicate how the constituents of a sentence are related to each other (Göksel and Kerslake 2005, page 65) . For this purpose, we created a lemma-suffix matrix which consists of 40K unique lemmas and 81 inflectional and derivational suffixes in Turkish. Rows of the matrix list the lemmas and columns show the normalized count of the times each lemma takes the corresponding suffix. To compute these statistics, we use Newscor part of the Boun Web Corpus (Sak, Güngör, and Saraçlar 2011) . Newscor is created from news documents taken from three pioneering news portals in Turkish (Milliyet, Ntvmsnbc, and Radikal) and includes 184M words in Turkish. A small subset of the lemma-suffix matrix is shown in Figure 6 for demonstrational purposes. This lemma-suffix matrix is then concatenated with the pre-trained word embedding matrix used by the parser. For each word entry in the pre-trained word embedding matrix, the row vector in the lemma-suffix matrix that belongs to the lemma of that word is found and this vector is concatenated to the end of the embedding vector of that word. If the lemma of the word does not exist in the lemma-suffix matrix, then a 81-dimensional zero-vector is concatenated instead. Figure 7 depicts the word representation model of the system when we use the Suffix Vector Model.
Figure 7
Word representation model of the system with the Suffix Vector Model.
Generalization to Other Languages
Although this study focuses on the improvement of Turkish dependency parsing, the proposed models can be adapted to other languages as well. Below we first state the adaptation of the rule-based component, which is followed by the adaptation of the morphology-based component.
Adapting the Rule-based Parsing Approach to a Target Language
For the rule-based parser, the AJC, AV, AJN, and NV rules can be directly applied to any language as long as the underlying structures exist in the language. The AC and AAJ rules use adverb lists to make decisions. They can be applied to any language by supplying the adverbs specified in the rule descriptions for that language.
The PC rule needs a small adaptation to work for other languages because it uses the genitive and possessive marks when constructing possessive compounds. The genitive and possessive marks should be changed with the corresponding ones of the language, if applicable.
For the CPI rule which handles complex predicates, we use a dictionary of complex predicates and idioms for Turkish. If there is a similar structure in the language the model is adapted to, supplying such a dictionary to the CPI rule will be sufficient. Similarly, providing the three lexicons that separate between noun compounds, possessive compounds, and reduplicated compounds for the target language will be sufficient to adapt the NC rule.
We stated above how the rules proposed in this study can be adapted to other languages. In addition to such rule adaptations, and more importantly, effective rules for any language can be found by making a manual error analysis on the parser outputs. The grammar rules that hold for the relations between verbs, nouns, adverbs, and adjectives in a sentence can easily be applied for that language in general. The rule applications can then be integrated with the dependency parser by following the proposed strategy explained in Section 3.3.
Adapting the Morphology-based Enhancement Approach to a Target Language
To create our suffix-based models, we utilize a morphological analysis tool for Turkish. A similar approach can be followed for any target language with agglutinative morphology. All of the three morphology-based models can be adapted by extracting the derivational and inflectional affixes in the target language.
Experiments
We evaluated Stanford's neural parser as the baseline system and the proposed hybrid parser with rule-based and morphology-based enhancement methods on the IMST-UD Treebank. In all of the experiments, the default set of parameters are used for the deep network that produces the parse trees.
The training part of the IMST-UD Treebank has 3,685 annotated sentences and the development and test parts have 975 annotated sentences each. We used the original partition of the treebank in our experiments. Unlike Sulubacak and Eryigit (2018) who excluded non-projective dependencies, which are hard to predict, from the experiments, we include both projective and non-projective dependencies. It is stated in ) that more than 20% of the sentences in Turkish have non-projective dependency trees. So, using only the projective sentences does not reflect the reality for Turkish.
As in the baseline approach (Dozat, Qi, and Manning 2017) , we used the Turkish word vectors from the CoNLL-17 pre-trained word vectors . In the evaluation of the dependency parsers, we used the word-based unlabeled attachment score (UAS) and the labeled attachment score (LAS) metrics, where UAS is measured as the percentage of words that are attached to the correct head, and LAS is defined as the percentage of words that are attached to the correct head with the correct dependency type.
In our system, both the rule-based and the morphology-based methods are dependent on a morphological analyzer and disambiguator tool. For this purpose, we used the Turkish morphological analyzer and disambiguator tool by Sak, Güngör, and Saraçlar (2011) . This tool takes the whole sentence as an input and analyzes and disambiguates the words with respect to their corresponding meanings in the sentence. This property is very useful for Turkish because there are many words in Turkish which have multiple morphological analyses that can be correctly disambiguated only by considering the context the word is in. The accuracy of the tool on a disambiguated Turkish corpus is reported as 96.45% in Sak, Güngör, and Saraçlar (2011) .
Although our proposed enhancement methods use a morphological analyzer and disambiguator tool and do not rely on the gold lemmas, POS-tags, or morphological features; the baseline parser used in this study needs input sentences in CoNLL-U format where the sentence is segmented to tokens and pre-processing operations such as lemmatization and tagging is supplied for each token. Since our main aim is to improve the performance of the parser, we supplied gold tokenization and POS-tags to the parser in order to observe the pure effect of the proposed methods on parsing. However, there are many end-to-end systems for parsing from raw text that include tokenizer, tagger, and morphological analyzer parts for the pre-processing steps. One such state-of-theart system is the Turku Neural Parser Pipeline (Kanerva et al. 2018b ). This pipeline uses the same Stanford's neural parser that we used as the baseline system and developed our integrated system on. So, our proposed parser can be directly used with the Turku pipeline or any other parsing pipeline, without relying on gold tokenization or POStags.
Results
Ablation Study.
We made an ablation study to see how each rule contributes to the overall performance of the rule-based parsing model. We started from the baseline where no rule is applied and then add the rules one by one to the model on top of each other. At each step, we trained multiple models using different seeds for each setting and evaluated them on the development set of the IMST-UD Treebank. The attachment scores shown in the diagrams in Figures 8 and 9 are the average of the attachment scores of these multiple models. Table 1 shows the rules the parser uses at each step of the ablation study. In Step 5, we added AC and AAJ rules to the parser at the same time. The reason for including these rules together is that, the AC rule finds the consecutive adverbs that will possibly share the same head word and these consecutive adverb pairs are given to the AAJ and AV rules as input. When a dependency relation is constructed between an adverb and an adjective by the AAJ rule or between an adverb and a verb by the AV rule, these rules look up to the consecutive adverbs list sent by the AC rule and assign the same head to their corresponding pairs. Table 1 The ablation study steps for the rule-based parser.
Steps Rules
Step 1 Similarly, we introduced the AJC and AJN rules to the parser at the same time in
Step 7. Because, the AJC rule finds the consecutive adjective pairs that should be set as dependent words to the same head word, and the list of these consecutive adjectives are given to the AJN rule as an input. When the AJN rule forms a dependency relation between an adjective and a noun, it searches through the consecutive adjectives list and assigns the same head noun to the corresponding pairs of that adjective. Figure 8 shows the effect of each rule to the parsing performance in terms of the attachment scores. We observe that, all the rules except the AV and NV rules improve the parsing performance whereas the AV and NV rules cause a drop in both of the UAS and LAS scores. The possible reason behind this performance drop might be the over-generalizing structures of these rules. Considering the high frequency of complex sentences in Turkish which include one or more subordinate clauses other than the main clause, the risk of assigning the wrong verb as the head of an adverb is high for the AV rule. Similarly in the case of the NV rule, there is a high probability of constructing a relation between a noun and a verb falsely when there are multiple verbs in a sentence.
So, we removed the AV and NV rules from the rule-based parser and performed the ablation study again with the new setting. The effect of the rules to the performance is depicted in Figure 9 . We observe that each rule now improves the parsing scores which means that none of the rules blocks the other and each of them contributes to the parsing performance of the system. All of the experiments on the rule-based parser were performed using this final configuration of the rules. Table 2 shows the unlabeled and labeled attachment scores of the baseline system and our proposed enhancement models on the test set of the IMST-UD Treebank.
The Experiment Results
We have five different hybrid models that are built on top of the baseline model. Our first hybrid model is using the proposed rule-based approach explained in Section 3.2. The second, third, and fourth hybrid models are when we apply the corresponding versions of the morphology-based enhancement methods in Section 3.4. The last hybrid model is the combination of the rule-based and morphology-based approaches. We selected the Last Suffix Model for this combination since it is the best performing one in the morphology-based methods. We combine these two models by simply concatenat- 
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Figure 9
The effect of each rule to the parsing performance on the development set of the IMST-UD Treebank, when the AV rule and the NV rule are removed from the rule-based parsing system. Each rule is added on top of the previous rules. ing their corresponding embedding vectors to the end of the original input word vector representation.
The results of the experiments show that all of our hybrid models outperform the baseline parser on the IMST-UD Treebank with p-values lower than 0.001 according to the performed randomization tests. We observe that the best performing model is the combination of the rule-based model and the Last Suffix Model with approximately 2.5 and 3.5 points differences in, respectively, UAS and LAS scores when compared with the baseline model.
We see that, among the three morphology-based models, the best performing one is the Last Suffix Model. The success of this model matches with the observation that the last suffix of a word determines its role in a sentence (Oflazer 2003) . This result suggests that the Last Suffix Model can accurately group the words using the last morpheme information for dependency parsing. Both of the UAS and LAS differences between this model and the other two morphology-based models are found to be statistically significant on the performed randomization test. From these results, we can conclude that the Last Suffix Model can be preferred over the other two morphology-based models with respect to the parsing performance and model simplicity.
Although it outperforms the baseline model more than 1 point on UAS score and almost 2 points on LAS score, the Suffix Vector Model is the worst performing one among the proposed methods. Its relatively low performance can be attributed to its complex structure which includes all of the unique suffixes in Turkish. Filtering some of the suffixes by putting a frequency threshold during the construction of the lemmasuffix matrix and lowering the dimension of the vectors might improve the performance of the Suffix Vector Model.
The performance of the rule-based model significantly outperforms the Suffix Vector Model on both UAS and LAS scores. When compared with the Inflectional Suffixes Model, the rule-based model outperforms the Inflectional Suffixes Model significantly on UAS score. However, its LAS score is only slightly better than the Inflectional Suffixes Model which leads the parsing accuracy difference to be insignificant in terms of LAS score. The rule-based model performs slightly worse than the Last Suffix Model according to the LAS score and slightly better than the Last Suffix Model according to the UAS score. Both differences are small and the performed randomization test results show that both of the differences are insignificant.
Yet, the best performance is reached when we combine the rule-based model with the Last Suffix model. The combined model outperforms all of the other models and the performance differences are found to be statistically significant. This result suggests that rule-based and morphology-based approaches improve different aspects of the deep learning-based parser on the dependency parsing of Turkish. Actually we observe that, while the rule-based model is more successful in establishing dependency relations between words, the Last Suffix Model is better at determining the relation types.
All of the p-values of the model comparisons are obtained by performing randomization tests on the model outputs and can be found in Table 3. A randomization test between two models is performed using the following scheme: Multiple output files of each of the two models are compared with each other using the randomization test. So, if there are 5 different output files produced using model A, and there are 5 different output files using model B, then a total of 25 p-values are calculated from the comparison of these output files. To reach a final p-value, their harmonic mean is calculated. The p-values in Table 3 are these final p-values.
We observe that the proposed methods increase the parsing accuracy of Turkish which has insufficient amount of training data. The aim of our approach is to give the Table 3 P-values that denote the statistical significance between the differences of parsing performances for different models. The comparisons whose p-values are equal to or higher than 0.1 are shown with 'X' as the difference between the performances of these models are considered as not significant. parser additional information in constructing the dependency relations when learning from the training data is inadequate, i.e. there is not sufficient data to learn specific relations. The results show that both of the rule-based and morphology-based enhancements on the neural parser improve the parsing accuracy significantly. The experiments performed on Turkish suggest that the languages with rich morphology need languagespecific treatments and remarkably benefit from the usage of the basic grammar rules as well as from the inclusion of morphological suffix information.
Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced a new rule-based method and three morphology-based methods for improving the accuracy of a deep learning-based parser on Turkish dependency parsing.
In the rule-based approach, decisions made by the rule-based system are integrated into the word representation model of the deep learning-based parser. In the morphologybased approach, we experimented with the morphemes of the words by investigating different methods to integrate the information extracted from the morphemes into the word vector representation model of the parser. We observed that the best method of utilizing morphological information in terms of the dependency parsing of Turkish is using the last suffix of a word. A combination of the rule-based and morphology-based approaches outperforms all of the other proposed models as well as the baseline system, suggesting that Turkish dependency parsing benefits both from the linguistic grammar rules and the additional morphological information extracted from the input words.
The experimental results show that our enhancement methods are useful for purely deep learning-based parsers, especially when there is not sufficient amount of training data to learn the dependency relations. The results show that the best performing model of the proposed approaches outperforms the state-of-the-art on parsing of the IMST-UD Treebank.
As future work, we are planning to adapt our methods to other languages with restricted amount of annotated data. We believe that applying the proposed models to these languages will improve their parsing accuracies. Currently, we are working on adapting our models to Hungarian. Being an agglutinative language that employs a large system of suffixes and having an even smaller UD treebank than Turkish, we believe that Hungarian dependency parsing will benefit from our enhancement methods.
